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Hey everyone!

� is 8th issue is December 2019 - January 2020 issue, so 
who knows - when you read this issue, maybe it will al-
ready be 2020! In such case, happy new year everyone! I 
hereby celebrate your Hanukkah and Christmas as well :)

Each day, we, as the whole world, embraced technolo-
gy even more and took it more and more into our daily 
lives. � roughout the pages of our magazine, we talked 
about the methods of possible dangers in order to show 
you the ways of not falling for them. We talked about 
systems in general, we talked about hackers, and much 
more. 2019 has been a year full of incidents, good and 
bad. � e very � rst photograph of a black hole was taken, 
and Julian Assange was taken into custody and got ar-
rested, for example. 

I hope that 2020 will bring you joy, more time with your 
loved ones and even more secure systems. And, I hope 
that 2020 will bring the world tranquillity and peace. 
Hoping that the only thing we worry about be forgetting 
our passwords!

Also, on 9th November 2019, we celebrated the very 
� rst year anniversary of the magazine with a (late)
meetup as we promised - and for those who showed 
up, we showed our gratitude with pizza and cake! We 
once again remembered the joy of preparing the maga-
zine and present it to your taste. Below are some photo-
graphs taken during the meetup.

We would like to thank Netsparker Ltd. for sponsoring 
this issue! 

Cansu Topukçu
editor@arkakapimag.com

Editor’s Note 

We are proud to secure all our emails with Tutanota.
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SEATTLE CISO 
EXECUTIVE 
SUMMIT Q4

December 11, 2019
Seattle, Washington, United 
States

As a Governing Body, the event 
was designed to address innova-
tive, practical real-world solu-
tions to top challenges, from 
digital transformation to board 
engagement and keeping the 
company secure — ensuring an 
invaluable experience for every 
CIO and CISO who participates.

Info: http://bit.ly/31H5Muc

BLACK HAT EUROPE

December 02-05, 2019 
London, United Kingdom

Black Hat Brie� ngs and Trainings are held annually in 
the United States, Europe and Asia, providing a premier 
venue for elite security researchers and trainers to � nd their audience.

Info: https://www.blackhat.com/upcoming.html

Ayşenur Burak • nurayse@gmail.com

Cyber Security 
Conferences

CLUTE INTERNATIONAL ACADEMIC 
CONFERENCES (CIAC) - ORLANDO 

December 29, 2019
Orlando, Florida, 
United States

� is conference aims to bring together faculty and administration 
from all levels of education across the world. � is conference includes: 
Accounting, auditing, banking, Computer Information, Information 
Systems, Business Technology...

Info: http://bit.ly/2N9BOK7

IFSEC INDIA 2019

December 19-21, 2019
New Delhi, India

� e event attracts visitors and exhibitors from all over the country as well as 
top experts from around the world that are represented with pavilions at the 
fair. � e visitors are able to inform themselves in detail and comprehensively 
on security, � re protection, energy and environment and on the latest devel-
opments, trends, services and products in the � elds.

Info: https://www.ifsec.events/india/
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NDC SECURITY

January 22-24, 2020 
Oslo, Norway

NDC Security 2020 is a 3-day event with workshops 
22-23 January followed by a 1-day conference 24 
January. Both the workshops and the conference will 
be held at the Clarion Hotel Oslo (Bjørvika).

Info: https://ndc-security.com/

CYBLOCK
January 07, 2020
Bengaluru, India  

� e Cybersecurity and 
Blockchain Workshop 
will be held in conjunc-
tion with the 12th Inter-
national Conference on COMmunication Systems 
& NETworkS (COMSNETS). � is workshop aims 
to be a forum where researchers can discuss and 
meet the newest in cybersecurity topics as they ap-
ply to communications systems and identify new 
technologies for blockchain.

Info: http://bit.ly/2OXqOAx

CISCO LIVE BARCELONA

January 27-31, 2020
Barcelona, Spain

Cisco Live is Cisco’s world-renowned annual cus-
tomer and partner conference designed to provide 
the foundation for your digital future, giving you 
training, connections and inspiration.

Info: http://bit.ly/33Bgqn6

CYBERUSA CONFERENCE

January 16, 2020
College Park, Maryland, United States

CyberUSA is a collaboration of states focused on a 
common mission purpose of enabling innovation, 
education, workforce development, enhanced cy-
ber readiness and resilience - all while connecting 
the cyber ecosystem of the United States and its 
allies.

Info: http://bit.ly/2Lado31
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Alper Atmaca • info@alperatmaca.com.tr

� e world is a dangerous place. Mass genocides, global climate change, the meteors that meet in orbit etc. are the 
realities that constantly threaten humanity and the planet, but because of the low risk, they have almost no place in 
our daily life concerns. � ere is another danger in our lives that requires us to be extremely worried that we all live 
constantly and seriously at risk; risks related to digital surveillance and data security.

� is danger constantly posed by organized enemies, against individuals and society, unfortunately, is considered a 
di�  cult situation to avoid for most people. History is full of examples of countless evil actors who have bene� ted 
from the comfort of learned helplessness, and the free press, the most important foundation of today’s democratic 
order, is the � rst institution to be protected in the light of rising digital surveillance tools.

Journalists in danger because of their job have developed methods for people and information they need to protect. 
Under the protection of the law and the pressure of society, this possibility of protection, which had worked relatively 
well in ancient times, is eroding in these days when the Internet and computers are dominant. Digital surveillance; 
can be almost invisible, continuous and extremely invading. Some of the unfortunate fate of Saudi journalist Kaşıkçı 
can shed light on the future.

Now, we will share our suggestions item by item with reasons.

1. � e predicate of security is discipline

If you’re not Rick Sanchez, nothing in the planet Earth is unrequited. � ere is no magic wand to protect you against 
your enemies without a � ght! � erefore, you should present your threat model and prepare for it. � en, uncondi-
tionally, you need to depend on your plan. Because providing security can be an expensive job in terms of both time 
and cash.

a. Evaluate Potential Danger:

While you live, evaluate and list possible dangers to your profession and the information you protect. � is can be the 
physical properties of your home and workplace door durability or reliability of the devices and systems you use. Or, 
there may also be spiritual elements that may be used against you, such as your habits or loyalties. Identifying hazards 
allows you to identify the attack surface area and tools.

b. Assess Risk:

Risk is the probability that a hazard will occur. We may not take precautions against most dangers in our lives; like 
a meteor strike to Earth. We deal with hazards that are likely to happen and those that can be reduced. For this 
reason, consider the risk of danger to you that may make you a target for personal or business reasons. Questions 
like “Is it more likely for your computer to get lost or a group of black-dressed people come and steal it from your 
house?” will equate your security concern and your e� ort with reality. Not every journalist may be the target of the 
organized power of nation-states. But, it is a danger to everyone that someone who takes your phone can read all the 
information.

Digital Security for 
Journalists
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c. Take Measures Starting at the Highest Risk Level:

Once you have calculated your hazards and the risks of your hazards, you can start taking your precautions. Mul-
tiple measures can be taken against a hazard. For example, you can create unique passwords for your accounts and 
stored in the password manager and use multi-level authorization (2FA). Take precautions against all hazards in 
order, starting with the cheapest method. And do not compromise. Do not forget! You are the primary basis of every 
measure you take.

Unfortunately, you are the weakest link in all operational security. With social engineering or a moment of thought-
fulness, underestimating an improvement can endanger you and everyone who trusts you.

2. Follow the Security Chain:

Information security against digital tracking systems begins as a chain from the user. So, it starts with you. � en it 
switches to your device. It then follows the network you are connected to and the service you are using. It continues 
in the same order to the person you are communicating with. For this reason, your security will be as strong as the 
weakest link in this chain.

a. Human Security:

It is very important that you physically protect yourself and your devices and that you do not break your security 
discipline. � is requires you to activate the screen lock when not near your device. It is also essential that you reliably 
generate and store the passwords you use.

i) Diceware, Password Manager and 2FA

ii) Really secure passwords are completely random and mixed. � ey must also be di�  cult for people to remember. 
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For this reason, passwords that are as random as they are di�  cult, but do not need to be remembered and written 
down, are needed. Diceware is a password generation method consisting of 7776 words and analogies, where you 
create your password using real physical dice. � ere are 7776 ^ 7 possibilities for guessing a 7-word password gen-
erated by this method. Di�  cult for computers but easy for people to remember! Use this password to assign unique 
and terribly di�  cult passwords to each account you use with the help of a password manager. For this, you can use 
free, Keepass or Pass. 

Edit your password policy according to the conditions of use of the device. You may not need to change the password 
of your devices, such as your desktop and laptop, that you use on-screen passwords in more controlled environ-
ments. Mobile devices such as mobile phones are o� en used in environments with people and cameras. It is therefore 
advisable to change their passwords completely randomly, o� en. Mobile devices such as mobile phones are o� en 
used in environments with people and cameras. � erefore, passwords of mobile devices must be changed frequently, 
completely randomly. In any case, if in doubt, you should change your password without hesitation.

It is recommended that you evaluate 2FA on all your devices and accounts that o� er multi-stage authorization (2FA) 
as well as password security. 2FA means that you can access your accounts with something you know (password) 
and something you have (your phone). Preferably, I want you to use this system with a code to be generated on your 
device through free so� ware such as FreeOTP. In services that do not o� er this possibility, it is better than nothing 
to provide the second stage by SMS.

iii) Hiding Password Entries: 

Passwords are the most essential part of your information security. � e use of this information is a constant danger, 
as it also means exposure to surveillance environments. To reduce the risk of this danger, you must ensure that the 
screens and keyboard on which you enter your passwords cannot be seen by others and by cameras. For this reason, 
it is recommended that you carefully select the locations where you use your computers. When entering a password 
on your phone, it is recommended that you close the screen manually. (see Edward Snowden).

Similarly, you should protect your screen from unwanted viewers. For this, you need to get from movies that reduce 
the visibility angle of your screen. It is recommended that you use it on critical devices such as telephones and com-
puters.
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iv) Keep Your Communication With Doubt:

Never trust the content of the messages sent to you and the sender of the message. � e easiest way to penetrate the 
system is human. Many known attacks have been successful in this way. � e sender part of the e-mail can be easily 
imitated. � erefore, it is not easy to verify a person. Likewise, if potential malicious servers to which encrypted 
instant messaging so� ware are connected are not authenticated, they may follow the communication by providing 
fraudulent encryption keys to the parties. To avoid the risk of phishing and malware, carefully approach the links or 
extensions that others send you, whether encrypted or unencrypted.

Separate your Identities 

Do separate your business and private life. If your threat model requires extremes, you may use di� erent devices and 
keep your social media accounts and email accounts separate. � is way, you would isolate the harm in case of any 
breaches and you would not have to expose your identity while using.

Keep an eye on your devices

Having physical access to your devices provides a convenient medium for the attackers: they will have the opportu-
nity of � nding your device unlocked and also it will be possible for them to make changes that you probably will not 
notice. In this manner, retrieval of your encryption keys with high-quality attacks like Cold boot1, or making your 
device accessible by replacing pre-so� ware installed on your operating system requires physical access, and the most 
e� ective way to prevent it is to keep your devices close to you in places you don’t really trust. Protect your devices for 
the sake of not being a victim to Evil Maid attacks.

b. Device Security

All the precautions you take will be meaningless if you do not trust the devices you use. For sustainable operation 

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cold_boot_attack
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integrity, it is a must-have that the hardware you use has 
been obtained from trusted sources, run reliable so� -
ware and store all data in encrypted form.

Hardware

Do not purchase your products from traceable or pre-
dictable places and prefer the products of reliable and 
known brands. In this sense, the devices you will use 
must work with free so� ware2. For this reason, a com-
puter with a great GNU/Linux support and a cell phone 
that can run Lineageos3, a free Android distribution 
will serve you the best. Choose your USB hardware and 
storage devices in a similar manner and do not use or 
connect the unknown or found devices to your hard-
ware. If you’re serious about this issue, I recommend 
you check the devices of Purism4.

Use free so� ware and keep them up to date

In every occasion possible, use free so� ware on your 
devices and download them from trusted sources. � is 
should start from the operating system and go on with 
all the so� ware you use. � ere are plenty of so� ware 
available for a modern business life that are substi-
tutes for their proprietary versions. You can use Sig-
nal for communication5, Silence for SMS, LibreO�  ce 
for o�  ce so� ware, Gimp for image editing, Kdenlive 
for video editing. Use alternativeto6 to � nd the free 
so� ware alternatives of so� ware. All GNU/Linux dis-
tributions come with their own so� ware repositories 
and F-droid7 only contains free so� ware for Android 
devices. Updating all of your so� ware and operating 
system regularly will make you more di�  cult to take 
down.

Encrypt Everything!

Encryption is making the data in your devices’ memo-
ry with the help of a key and cryptographic tool mean-

2 https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html

3 https://lineageos.org/

4 https://puri.sm

5 https://www.signal.org/

6 https://alternativeto.net/

7 https://f-droid.org/

8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linux_Uni� ed_Key_Setup

9 https://www.veracrypt.fr/en/Home.html

ingless. � anks to this, only those who have the key 
and the password can read the data. Not to be mistaken 
with screen unlock - since devices screen lock unlocks 
the device but for accessing � les, password and key in-
formation needs to be known.

Although encryption is a deep subject, few funda-
mental distinctions can be made by means of its appli-
cations and the methods used. Basically, encryption 
systems divide into two as symmetric and asymmet-
ric depending on the key. In symmetric encryption, 
the same key and password are used to encrypt and 
decrypt, whereas in asymmetric encryption is the 
method by which encryption and decryption oper-
ations are performed by different peers of a key pair. 
Encryption can also be divided by the area used. It is 
possible to encrypt communication, fully encrypt a 
record medium, encrypt a file system and specifically 
to encrypt a file. In this respect, every need requires 
its own technical preference. Serious Cryptography 
by Jean-Philippe Aumasson is recommended reading 
source. 

Full disk encryption means encrypting a hard drive 
with all the information in it. � is way, all information 
needs to be decrypted at each reboot. � is prevents the 
acquisition of information from a stolen or captured 
computer.  � is method, which is considered the � rst 
line of defense for the data in a hardware, is naturally 
supported by Luks8 in Gnu / Linux distributions and 
can be provided with Veracrypt9 so� ware for other 
operating systems. It is absolutely necessary that the 
password of each encrypted device is generated with 
Diceware and is di� erent.

Despite full disk encryption, keeping your critical � les 
encrypted will provide extra security. A second line of 
defense is an option to consider for your sensitive data, 
as full disk encryption will expose all the information 

Alper Atmaca • Digital Security for Journalists
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on your drive when penetrated through. GPG so� ware, 
which is also used in email encryption, can be recom-
mended for this.

� e most critical danger in encryption is that data re-
covery is almost impossible. 

For this reason, you must memorize the passwords you 
use for encryption very well, secure your secret key for 
tools like GPG, and always make regular encrypted 
backups10 and keep them in a safe place.

 Turn o�  GPS and Wireless Devices if not used

Location information can be obtained both by GPS 
- and other satellite-based positioning systems - and 
by the broadcast of your Wi�  and Bluetooth devices. 
� is information can pose great threats depending on 
the situation and allows you to be tracked with your 
device. Do not activate these tools especially in cases 
where you do not need the location information and, if 
possible, use only GPS for location. 

Take precautions against purse-snatching 

As an inexpensive method of bypassing the precautions 
taken for mobile devices, taking the device from the 
user while it is unlocked is a method actually used. It is 
recommended you use PlucklockEx found in F-droid 
against this attack11. � is so� ware locks the screen of 
your device in case of a sudden acceleration through 
gyroscope. � is will prevent the attacker from access-
ing device functions of your phone if taken away from 
you while you’re using it.

c. Network Security

Your connection to the internet starts from your de-
vice’s network card. Wireless networks are now pre-
ferred for this purpose. � e owner of the network can 
as well be the watcher of your whole  communication, 
direct your device with malicious aims or expose your 
identity.

10  https://www.olaganparanoya.com/194-2/

11  https://www.olaganparanoya.com/telefonunuz-ile-ilgili-kolaylikla-alabileceginiz-14-onlem/

12  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_private_network

13  https://www.kendibaglantim.com/

14  https://www.torproject.org/

15 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MAC_address

Do not connect to untrusted networks and use VPN

VPN (Virtual Private Network)12 is an encrypted 
communication line installed from your device to a re-
mote server. � is way, your communication cannot be 
controlled or modi� ed by those who own the connec-
tion from the server to the infrastructure (or the whole 
network). Always use a reliable VPN service provider 
or set up your own VPN13. VPN does not make you 
anonymous enough, it just transfers the trust of the in-
frastructure to your VPN provider. For this reason, it 
should continuously used as a precaution. 

Use TOR

TOR (The Onion Network) is used to hide your 
identity and location by relaying your devices con-
nection in encrypted form through intermediaries 
run by volunteers from all around the world. When 
talking about anonymity, TOR is one of the inevi-
table tools in the world of journalists. The easiest 
way to use the TOR network is the TOR Browser14 
for personal computers and mobile devices. You can 
use TOR all the time, but both the browser’s actions 
can disrupt web pages, and blocks to TOR may make 
it difficult for you to access some sites. Therefore, 
when used in conjunction with VPN, it provides a 
multifaceted anonymity and security. However, you 
should maintain the discipline of your anonymity 
and when necessary, do not perform transactions 
that will reveal your identity through TOR.

Hide your MAC Address

� e MAC address15 is a piece of information that clear-
ly identi� es your device’s network hardware and allows 
you to be monitored just as a tracking device if associ-
ated with you. Now how to change the MAC address 
of your device and before connecting to an unknown 
network, randomly change this address with another 
address. Keeping your device’s, especially mobile de-
vice’s wireless and Bluetooth continuously turned on 
will broadcast your device’s MAC address and infor-

Alper Atmaca • Digital Security for Journalists
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mation on previously connected networks continuous-
ly. So, turn o�  the wireless connection of your devices 
when you’re not using them.

d. Account and So� ware Security

� e so� ware you use and the transactions you make 
through these so� ware can make you recognisable. 
� is covers a wide range of services, from the so� ware 
you use to communicate to the browser you browse 
websites for.

Email

By its nature, email is an unsafe form of communica-
tion. Above all, stop using free email providers that 
track and market you. Instead, switch to an email 
service provider that will provide you with a reliable 
email service for a small fee per month. Posteo16 and 
Mailbox17 can be recommended as traditional email 
service providers, and Tutanota and Protonmail are 
remarkable service providers that come with built-in 
encryption capabilities.

If you are accessing your emails from a client you use 
on your computer, � underbird18, a free client. Take 
advantage of the security of free so� ware and be ready 
to encrypt with GPG.

Encrypt your emails with GPG and get ready for en-
cryption. GPG is an email and � le encryption system 
that played a big role in the leaks of Edward Snowden. 
Such that; Glen Greenwald, a well-known journalist, 
was almost unheard of in the Snowden leak because 
he could not learn to use GPG. With GPG, you can en-
crypt your emails or sign them for proof that they come 
from you. With the Enigmail19 extension installed on 
� underbird, you can generate and manage a key and 
use it comfortably. You can have an integrated usage 

16 https://posteo.de/en

17 https://mailbox.org/en/

18 https://www.thunderbird.net/en-US/

19 https://www.enigmail.net/index.php/en/

20 https://riseup.net/en/security/message-security/openpgp

21 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xmpp

22 https://otr.cypherpunks.ca/

23 https://www.calyxinstitute.org/projects/public_jabber_xmpp_server

24 https://riseup.net/en/security/message-security/otr

with email service providers that support GPG, such 
as Mailbox and Protonmail. GPG is a hard-to-use 
but highly e� ective tool. It is essential to get prepared 
and make it part of daily use before it is necessary. It 
is highly recommended to read Riseup’s guide on the 
subject20.

Immediate chatting

Immediate chatting is one of the most important parts 
of daily communication. In this respect, it is in a posi-
tion to expose the most critical information and peo-
ple’s social connections. � e security of this chatting 
platforms is an inevitable element of overall operation 
integrity. In this respect, free, widespread and easily 
available Signal so� ware, which has become the gold 
standard for journalists and everyone else around the 
world, can be recommended. Signal end-to-end en-
crypts the Signal provides end-to-end encryption of 
correspondence and provides voice and video conver-
sation. As with any cryptographic tool, it is essential to 
verify the contact’s encryption key. � is way, it can be 
ensured that an attacker does not intervene and checks 
the communication.

Since Signal requires phone number when signing up, 
it is a so� ware di�  cult to use anonymously. Here, old 
fellows XMPP21 and OTR22 cut in. It is necessary to 
state that these are two of the communication meth-
ods NSA could not get over in Snowden documents. 
Encrypted correspondence can easily be made by buy-
ing an anonymous account over the Calyx Institute23 
and with Pidgin which uses OTR encryption. Since the 
OTR is based on trust, it also allows the person to ver-
ify the key via a common secret between two people. 
Riseup’s guide can also be recommended24.

Although not frequently remembered nowadays, SMS 

Alper Atmaca • Digital Security for Journalists
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is a written means of communication that comes to 
mind every time there is a power cut. Because of its 
nature, SMS is not a secure communication system 
against attackers wholack a source problem. For this 
reason, Silence is one of the leading so� ware that you 
can use instead of the default SMS so� ware on your de-
vice, and that can provide end-to-end encrypted corre-
spondence with other devices using Silence.

Web Sur� ng and Browser Security

Your web browsing allows for a detailed pro� le of yours 
to be created and even though you use tools that pro-
vide anonymity, may cause your identity to be revealed. 
In order to survive on the web, having the necessary 
common sense and following the right methods is an 
important step for one’s numerical security.

Because of this, it is recommended that you use the free 
Firefox browser in your daily web uses. By making the 
necessary settings and adding add-ons, you can elim-
inate the information that your browser leaks and the 
dangers that a� ect your privacy and security. I recom-
mend VikingVPN’s 2019 guide for this25.

SSL (Secure Socket Layer)26, is the fundamental en-
cryption method of the web.  � is technology, which is 
the reason why the green key appears in the address bar 
of browsers, is based on the trust of certi� cate provid-
ers. Opening pages that do not allow SSL connection or 
entering data on these pages can be a security risk, so 
it is a good idea to have an extension in your browser 
that will force an SSL connection, such as the HTTPS 
Everywhere extension.

Since opening pages that do not allow SSL connection 
or entering data on that pages,

You need to be aware of how you browse the web and 
the possible threats. First of all, learn to cope with 
cookies. Cookies are small � les placed in your browser 
that are actually designed for the necessary functions 
you need to use web pages, but many advertising com-

25 https://vikingvpn.com/cybersecurity-wiki/browser-security/guide-hardening-mozilla-� refox-for-privacy-and-security

26 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SSL

27 https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/who-does-that-server-really-serve.html

28 https://onionshare.org/

29 https://nextcloud.com/

30 https://vgough.github.io/encfs/

panies try to track and pro� le you using this system. 
For this reason, from the browser settings, block 3rd 
party cookies and with the CookieAutoDelete plugin, 
let your browser automatically clear cookies for each 
tab whenever you close it.

File Share

File sharing is critical, especially when the � les are too 
large to be sent via email or instant correspondence 
so� ware. In cases where parties do not use encryption, 
each corporation that serves a � le share service has the 
right to read, change and detect those who have access 
to the incoming � les. A related motto says “there are 
no clouds, only other people’s computers”.27 Just as you 
would not share your con� dential sources and infor-
mation with someone else, uploading them to some-
one’s computer is also a problematic situation. It is gen-
erally considered necessary to use secure methods of 
� le sharing.

For direct � le sharing, OnionShare28 which uses the 
TOR Network might be the � rst choice. � is way, 
without an intermediary, the � le is directly transferred 
from one computer to another with the safety provid-
ed by the TOR network. Once you have uploaded the 
required � les to OnionShare, you can share the TOR 
link it creates with the recipient. OnionShare will au-
tomatically close when the � le is downloaded via the 
TOR browser.

In the case of “cloud” uses, where sharing only is not 
su�  cient and storage is also needed, another method 
will be required. Since encryption makes it impossible 
for the other party to access the � le, the ultimate single 
safe way is running your own server and requires you 
to have your device physically in hand. Nextcloud29 is 
a � le sharing and collaboration so� ware that you can 
run on your own server. � is way, you can both cre-
ate your own storage area and make encrypted storage 
with a tool like EncFS30 , and also share � les with an 
open folder if needed. Nextcloud is an easy-to-install 

Alper Atmaca • Digital Security for Journalists
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so� ware that can easily run on older hardware or small 
devices such as a Raspberry Pi.

Account Management 

� e management of all online systems, including the 
social media accounts used, is also an important part 
of people’s appearances on the Internet. � e basic rule 
here is to protect the access requirements of the ser-
vices used. In this respect, assigning random 16 and 
longer unique passwords to each service used from a 
password manager secured with a Diceware password 
prevents attackers from accessing the resulting data 
and other services if the service you are using cannot 
protect your information.

Some services like Facebook, Twitter etc. also serve 
means of communication with other people. When us-
ing these services, you should communicate through 
them as least as you can with minimal details and 
switch to another safe tool as soon as possible and de-
lete the conversations. � is will prevent your account 
from being compromised and your resource being dis-
closed.

Photograph and Exif31 Information

All photographs you take with a camera or mobile de-
vices contain an attachment called Exif. Exif contains 
critical information like device information, location 
information and date. Uploading a photo contain-
ing such information on social media or sharing with 
someone may cause the transmit of information that 
identi� es you greatly depending on the device you are 
using. In order to extract this information from the 
photos you are going to share, you can use Scrambled 
Exif32 for Android and Exi� ool for GNU/Linux dis-
tributions.

2. Privacy Tools

a. Tails33

Tails is a GNU/Linux distribution. Unlike other distri-
butions, only one purpose is intended; anonymity. In 

31 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exif

32 https://f-droid.org/en/packages/com.jarsilio.android.scrambledeggsif/

33 https://tails.boum.org/

34 https://securedrop.org/

35 https://docs.securedrop.org/en/release-0.13.1/

this respect, Tails is designed to work live and to forget 
any changes made. By writing Tails to a USB, or a bet-
ter choice, an optical drive, you can run your device 
on these hardware. Tails has all the tools mentioned in 
this article (like TOR, XMPP, OTR). At every start asks 
you for the necessary settings you might need and a� er 
you close it, forgets everything. At the same time, the 
operating system and every so� ware in it operates with 
the highest security and anti-monitoring measures. It 
is recommended that you do not change these settings 
and use Tails as it is.

You need to download and verify Tails from a trusted 
source and write it to a medium. In this respect, you 
can write a new Tails medium from the Tails installa-
tion of someone you trust. � erefore, the best way to 
start using Tails is to � nd someone you trust that uses 
Tails, and then keep track of Tails updates and support 
new users while maintaining that trust.

(i) Tails has been explained in detail in the 7th issue of 
Arka Kapi Magazine. 

b. SecureDrop

SecureDrop34 is a � le sharing system designed to allow 
secure access of documents and resources to journal-
ists and institutions. With SecureDrop, it is possible 
for people to access the so� ware running on a server a 
broadcast institution physically has via TOR. It is also 
possible for them to share documents anonymously 
and get in contact securely. Since the system is pro-
tected both with TOR and additional encryption pre-
cautions, it enables the safest transfer possible between 
two unacquainted people.

Since SecureDrop needs to be systematically operated 
and maintained, it is more likely that a press agency 
will operate and maintain this system. As every secu-
rity system requires a continuous discipline of opera-
tion and has special conditions, it is recommended to 
proceed with the detailed documentation35 of Secure-
Drop..

c. Haven

Alper Atmaca • Digital Security for Journalists
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Haven, a free so� ware developed by Guardian Project 
and Edward Snowden36, aims to protect physical envi-
ronments with an unused or dedicated Android phone. 
What you need to do is to download Haven on a trust-
ed device and a� er making the necessary settings, place 
it somewhere to watch there. � rough the device’s sen-
sors like voice, light and camera, Haven noti� es you 
via Signal or SMS when a change happens. Haven also 
opens a TOR server, allowing you to remotely access 
your recordings. In this way, it is possible to provide 
physical security in foreign places such as hotel rooms. 
Haven is still in beta stage but it needs to be mentioned 
that it is a beta that is well available. Haven also opens 
a TOR server, allowing you to remotely access your re-

36 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Snowden

cordings. In this way, it is possible to provide physical 
security in foreign places such as hotel rooms. Haven is 
still in its beta stage but it needs to be mentioned that it 
is a strong beta worth using.

d. Reading list:

https://riseup.net/en/security

https://ssd.e� .org/

https://www.securityplanner.org/

https://network23.org/kame/

www.olaganparanoya.com

Alper Atmaca • Digital Security for Journalists
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OSQuery is free so� ware that allows us to obtain information through the operating system with SQL queries. You 
can access the OSQuery source code developed by Facebook via GitHub.

• Facebook says they developed OSQuery with passion.

• Having a free license makes it preferable for many people.

• It is possible to work with OSQuery regardless of the operating system of the server or personal computer - 
might be Windows, OS X, GNU/Linux and FreeBSD.

With OSQuery, you can send queries to the operating system just as sending queries to the database. In this way, 
open ports, plugged-in USBs, which computers should receive updates, user accounts information, and may more 
information can be gathered with SQL queries and schedule them to work periodically. We can also use YARA rules. 
(YARA is a malware detection tool.)

OSQuery has an installation package of about 20MB, you can install it in a short time by following the installation 
steps speci� ed on their website. � ere are Choco packages for Windows operating systems and apt & rpm reposito-
ries for Linux systems.

Let’s make an example for CentOS 7.

We pull repo information and add it on rpm.

$ curl -L https://pkg.OSQuery.io/rpm/GPG | sudo tee /etc/pki/rpm-gpg/RPM-
GPG-KEY-OSQuery

� en we add the OSQuery repo with yum-con� g-manager and then enable the rpm package.

$ sudo yum-confi g-manager --add-repo https://pkg.OSQuery.io/rpm/OSQuery-
s3-rpm.repo
$ sudo yum-confi g-manager --enable OSQuery-s3-rpm

In the last step, we start the OSQuery installation.

$ sudo yum install OSQuery

When creating the /etc/OSQuery/osquert.conf  � le and initializing the OSQuery daemon, we specify it as a con� g 
� le.

In this con� guration, we write the name of the hostname and queries that are designated as scheduled tasks. You can 
also send OSQuery’s results of these scheduled queries to AWS Kinesis. To do this, you must use aws_kinesis, � lesys-
tem plug-ins, and specify aws information (aws_kinesis_stream,aws_access_key_id, aws_secret_access_key,aws_re-

Device Monitoring with 
OSQuery and AWS Logging
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gion)  in the con� g � le. � e operations on Kinesis can be found in the following sections of the article.

{
“options”: {
   “host_identifi er”: “hostname01”,
   “schedule_splay_percent”: 10,
   “logger_plugin”: “aws_kinesis,fi lesystem”,
   “aws_kinesis_stream”: “**********************”,
   “aws_access_key_id”: “**********************”,
   “aws_secret_access_key”: “**********************”,
   “aws_region”: “**********************”
 },
“schedule”: {
   “ssh_login”: {
     “query”: “SELECT * FROM last;”,
     “interval”: 2,
     “removed”: false
  },
  “time”: {
     “query”: “SELECT * FROM time;”,
     “interval”: 2,
     “removed”: false
   }
 }
}

To run the interactive shell mode, on the screen encountered, we just need to give the command osqueri and then 
get information about the system by typing various queries.

Using a virtual database. Need help, type ‘.help’

OSQuery> 

1.)  We can run the query  “SELECT * FROM Uptime;   “ to � nd out how long the system has been open. 

Using a virtual database. Need help, type ‘.help’ 
OSQuery> SELECT * FROM Uptime;

+------+-------+---------+---------+---------------+

| days | hours | minutes | seconds | total_seconds |

+------+-------+---------+---------+---------------+

| 0    | 0     | 31      | 58      | 1918          |

+------+-------+---------+---------+---------------+

More examples can be given.

2.) To get the list of users on the system:
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OSQuery> select uid, username, directory, shell from users;

+-------+-------------------+----------------------+-------------------+

| uid   | username          | directory            | shell             |

+-------+-------------------+----------------------+-------------------+

| 0     | root               | /root                | /bin/bash         |

| 1     | daemon           | /usr/sbin            | /usr/sbin/nologin |

| 2     | bin                | /bin                 | /usr/sbin/nologin |

| 3     | sys                | /dev                 | /usr/sbin/nologin |

| 4     | sync               | /bin                 | /bin/sync         |

+-------+-------------------+----------------------+-------------------+

3.) To list the packages installed on the operating system:

OSQuery> SELECT * FROM yum_sources;

+----------------------+-------------------------+---------+----------+----------------------------------------------+

| name    | baseurl      | enabled | gpgcheck | gpgkey|

+----------------------+-------------------------+---------+----------+----------------------------------------------+

| CentOS-$releasever - Base |   |  | 1 | � le:///etc/pki/rpm-gpg/RPM-GPG-KEY-CentOS-7       |

| CentOS-$releasever - Updates |  | | 1 | � le:///etc/pki/rpm-gpg/RPM-GPG-KEY-CentOS-7    |

| CentOS-$releasever - Extras    |  |  | 1 | � le:///etc/pki/rpm-gpg/RPM-GPG-KEY-CentOS-7   |

| CentOS-$releasever - Plus | | 0 | 1| � le:///etc/pki/rpm-gpg/RPM-GPG-KEY-CentOS-7         |

+----------------------+-------------------------+---------+----------+----------------------------------------------+

4.) To list the open ports:

OSQuery> select * from listening_ports;

+------+------+----------+--------+---------+

| pid  | port | protocol | family | address |

+------+------+----------+--------+---------+

| 2600 | 0    | 0        | 1      |         |

+------+------+----------+--------+---------+
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5.) To get the hash information from users in the shadow � le:

OSQuery> select * from hash where path = ‘/etc/shadow’;

+-------------+-----------+---------------------+----------------------+------------------------------------------+

| path        | directory | md5                              | sha1                                     | sha256                                                           |

+-------------+-----------+---------------------+----------------------+------------------------------------------+| /
etc/shadow | /etc      | b6156e21a94627f1e010019438c73d82 | fa5ca2c15f080aa3c20b4bbb80961e0ef41fa� 3 | 
a4acb6e4f1f07b4e066e31b1f2e021b9184315d45b58950d6fd3bda231d8d833 |

+-------------+-----------+---------------------+----------------------+------------------------------------------+

6.) To list the USB devices:

OSQuery> select * from usb_devices;

Logging of records and query outputs to AWS
� e services under Amazon Kinesis that can be used for receiving, querying, storing, and storing the � owing data 
can be used with OSQuery. For this step, the API access is de� ned by � rst creating an account via AWS IAM and 
selecting Programmatic Access at the account creation stage. In the authorization screen during account creation, 
user access information is saved a� er enabling Kinesis access under Attach existing policies directly option. Kinesis
service opens on AWS. If it has not been used before, proceed with the Get Started button and click the Create data 
stream button:

Güray Yıldırım & Aykut Yılmaz • Device Monitoring with OSQuery and Logging to AWSLive System)
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A name is speci� ed for the Kinesis stream on the display that opens. � is example uses OSQuery. When selecting the 
Shard number, the choice can be made according to the amount of data that come.

When set to 1 like in the example, the information calculated by AWS about the total � ow capacity appears. Consid-
ering factors such as infrastructure and output size of queries, the Shard number can be changed. � en, click the 
Create Kinesis stream button:

When the process is complete, the stream generated under the Kinesis streams can be displayed:

Next, a new delivery stream is created by selecting Kinesis Firehose so that the data can be retrieved and written over 
an S3 bucket. OSQuery can be used again for the name. In the Kinesis stream selection screen, the OSQuery � ow 
created in the previous step is selected by proceeding:

Güray Yıldırım & Aykut Yılmaz • Device Monitoring with OSQuery and Logging to AWSLive System)
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Settings other than Destination and IAM are le�  by default. S3 is selected for Destination and a bucket is created 
using the Create new button on the S3 bucket selection screen. � e given name must be unique:

While selecting IAM, a new role is created from the page that is opened by pressing the Create new or choose but-
ton. If a role has already been created for the same process, it can be modi� ed.

Güray Yıldırım & Aykut Yılmaz • Device Monitoring with OSQuery and Logging to AWSLive System)
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A� er waiting for a few minutes, the bucket created in the S3 service on AWS can be opened to view the incoming 
logs. Subdirectories in y/m/d format are created. Records can be displayed in directories: 

You can click on the desired record to download and view the details:

On AWS Kinesis, it is also possible to make live queries on incoming logs. With the Data Analytics in the Kinesis 
menu, which provides statistics, many possibilities can be obtained such as querying and anomaly detection on the 
� owing data.

Güray Yıldırım & Aykut Yılmaz • Device Monitoring with OSQuery and Logging to AWSLive System)
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� ose of you who read my articles will remember that in the article titled “Escape from captivity”1, I mentioned with 
great happiness the advantages of using a router whose security is provided by you and full of security features. As I 
mentioned in the article, I started using the dnscrypt-proxy tool to encrypt (DNS over HTTPS – DoH) DNS tra�  c.

In a world where the thermostats became smart, smart TVs equipped with cameras and water heaters and irons are 
used as spies; insecure objects connected to the home network (IoT) and infected so� ware and devices that contain 
malware pose a great threat for our privacy. While I was thinking about how to detect systems on our home network 
that have been hacked, injected, and contain back doors, I remembered that I can also record DNS requests made by 
all systems, devices and devices connected to the home network thanks to the dnscrypt-proxy tool.

At the point where I could record DNS requests, I could make use of cyber threat intelligence services such as Open 
� reat Exchange (OTX), Critical Stack and detect malicious systems on my home network by asking these services 
for domain names and IP addresses in these DNS requests. � en, I immediately started to think about the list of 
needs to implement this idea.

First, I decided to install the syslog-ng package on the Ubuntu operating system running on my Mini-PC, which is al-
ways helpful in such situations. A� er installing the package, I set the incoming DNS requests to be saved into the date.
log � le under the /var/log/dns-sys/sender-ip-address folder and save it to the /etc/syslog-ng/conf.d/dns-sys.conf � le.

1 https://www.mertsarica.com/esaretten-kacis/ will be translated to English in the upcoming issues.

Homemade Cyber Threat 
Intelligence
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In the next step, I added the log-queries line to the /j� s/con� gs/dnsmasq.conf.add � le so that the dnscrypt-proxy 
tool can record DNS requests to the router’s syslog. � en I set the Default message log level and Log only messages 
more urgent than values   to debug to allow the router to display these requests on the syslog page. In order to redi-
rect these messages to the syslog-ng application running on Ubuntu, I have de� ned the value of Remote Log Server 
as the IP address of Ubuntu.

A� er, I started to examine the Syslog-ng records one by one and looked at what kind of records I should focus on in the 
name of threat intelligence. A� er I learned that I could use the query[A], cached and reply information found in the 
records, I thought that I could send these records to Security Onion, which can be integrated with OTX. A� er installing 
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and running Security Onion’s 16.04.5.6 operating system, I realised that the logstash service (so-logstash) was somehow 
not working. A� er many attempts, I couldn’t be successful, so I started researching for alternative ways.

When I shared a message on Twitter that I needed to set up an ELK, I received messages saying that I could bene� t 
from cloud and ready ELK systems. While I was thinking about whether I should install ELK on Ubuntu or use a 
cloud system, I found out that Logstash, which has Grok � lter and Translate � lter extensions, is the perfect � t for 
this job. 

I started editing the securityonion-otx script � le for Security Onion – OTX  integration according to my own needs. 
I’ve set up � le bro-otx to record threat intelligence information from OTX into � le /etc/logstash/ls-otx/otx.dat at 
the start of every hour. In the � � h minute of every hour, I made sure that the OTX.py � le was saved as the /etc/
logstash/translate/OTX.yaml � le to be read by the Translate � lter, taking only the domain name information from 
the malicious URL and DOMAIN records in the otx.dat � le.
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I made the declarations to read the DNS records registered with syslog-ng on Logstash’s con� guration � le(logstash.
conf) with Grok � lter and send an alarm via e-mail if any of the IP addresses or domain names listed here with 
Translate � lter are in the OTX.yaml � le. � en, when I started Logstash again and queried nslookup to the www[.]
aucsellers[.]com address in the OTX.yaml � le, an alarm got succes� ully generated and e-mailed to me. In short, I 
have successfully implemented the Home type threat intelligence service.

Mert Sarıca • Homemade Cyber Threat Intelligence
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Have a secure day everyone! :)

Mert Sarıca • Homemade Cyber Threat Intelligence
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For a long time, technologies independent from the outer world, managed by people based on special protocols 
and so� ware were in use on industrial systems. With the lack of networks to conduct attacks by hackers, the 

aforementioned systems didn’t experience cyber attack incidents. Besides, the only way to penetrate through these 
systems was through entering facilities with physical security measures (electrical and barbed wires, guards, locked 
doors and even guard dogs) and accessing hand terminals directly. IT (Information Technology) and OT (Operation 
Technology) were rarely integrated and because of that, had totally di� erent and independent vulnerabilities.

Nowadays, industrial systems, which are seen to be able to achieve new capabilities and e� iciencies through techno-
logical integrations, are quickly being brought online. To put it simply, analytical evaluation of large data obtained 
from the plants showed that e� iciency increases considerably. Additionally, remote monitoring and control of sen-
sors have led to the conclusion that systems can be better managed.

� is transition from closed to open systems has created a number of new security risks and vulnerabilities that need 
to be addressed.

Cyber Security in Critical 
Infrastructures
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What are the Critical Infrastructures?
Before going deeply into the above-mentioned vulnerabilities, the concept of critical infrastructures should be furt-
her explained.

� e term “Critical Infrastructure” was first used in the “United States Presidential Commission”’s report on the Prote-
ction of Critical Infrastructure” dating October 1997. � e term means interconnected systems and infrastructures that 
enable these systems to work in the desired course in order to operate the society and state order in a healthy way.

In our country (Turkey), the “Cyber   Security Council” was established in 2012 to ensure national cybersecurity 
and the “National Cyber   Security Strategy and 2013-2014 Action Plan” was accepted at the first meeting of this 
committee. In Article 5 of the action plan, the critical infrastructures of Turkey have been determined by the Cyber   
Security Council in the first place as follows:

1. Electronic Communications,

2. Energy,

3. Banking and Finance,

4. Critical Public Services,

5. Transport

6. Water Management

Some of the critical infrastructures listed use general and known information technologies, while others are monito-
red or managed by special information systems called Industrial Control Systems (ICS). Industrial Control Systems 
are divided into SCADA and DCS, according to the topology and the components they contain.

What is SCADA and DCS?
� e word SCADA is an abbreviation of “Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition”. SCADA, which is a compre-
hensive and integrated database control and monitoring system, can control, monitor and report the results of all 
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equipment belonging to a facility or business. Basically, SCADA so� ware is expected to perform monitoring, control, 
data collection, data recording and storage. Common areas that use SCADA systems are as follows:

1. Water treatment and promotion centres,

2. Oil and gas pipelines,

3. Gas power stations,

4. Dams,

5. Electricity transmission and distribution sites,

6. Wind Energy stations,

7. Communication systems,

8. Metro stations,

9. Airports,

10. Ships and docks,

11. Space stations,

12. Nuclear energy stations.

DCS which means “Distributed Contol System” is similar to SCADA in terms of general functions and usage areas. 
� e di� erences are as follows:

1. While DCS is process-oriented, SCADA aims to collect data.

2. DCS runs on its local network while SCADA has no network restrictions.

3. DCS regularly checks the operation and does not save the process parameters to the database. SCADA, on the 
other hand, performs transactions according to the changed data recorded in the database without controlling 
data regularly. 

4. DSC processes are performed with closed-loop control. � ere is no such control with SCADA.

Why is Critical Infrastructure Security Important?
In information security, a variable asset to protect is information, while in critical infrastructures, it is process. � at 
is, maintaining the current operational state of the systems is the number one task of a facility. Because a failure in 
this process, for example, interruption of city electricity due to a problem in the power plant, a� ects not only this 
plant but also the people of the country and paralyzes life. � e loss is therefore too high to be expressed in any cur-
rency.

Most Known Critical Infrastructure Attacks
Stuxnet / IRAN

Stuxnet is the name of a cyber weapon noticed in June 2010, which was developed to attack Iran’s Natanz nuclear 
development facility. � is attack was not o� icially undertaken by any state. � e aforementioned weapon (Stuxnet) 
aimed at damaging the uranium enrichment process by a� ecting the rotational speeds of uranium-enriching centri-
fuges to reduce their lifetime at the Uranium enrichment plant in Natanz, Iran. In order to prevent the situation from 
being noticed by the operators, Stuxned had forced SCADA to repeatedly show the 21-second screen image it has 
taken over and over again, thus misleading the control engineers. � e measurable result is $ 800 million of material 
damage with the deactivation of 984 centrifuges.
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Ukraine

For the first time in history, a major cyberattack on a country’s critical infrastructure (energy) was made on Decem-
ber 23, 2015, and people living in the area were severely a� ected and le�  without electricity. � e number of people 
a� ected by the incident is expressed in hundreds of thousands with a mention of a power outage of about six hours. 
Unlike Stuxnet, more than one organisation was targeted and more than one attack method was preferred. � e met-
hods used are known as Malware (BlackEnergy), Phishing, KillDisk, GCat backdoor screen capture and Keylogger 
applications.

How to Ensure Critical Infrastructure Security?
� e measures taken for information technology security also apply to critical infrastructures (strong password usage, 
preventing unauthorized users from accessing the system, etc.). However, the key concept here is the communication 
protocols used in the infrastructure. Known communication protocols such as HTTP, SSL, SMTP used in the Inter-
net environment are replaced by lesser known protocols such as Modbus, DNP3, Profibus. However, the communi-
cation protocols used vary from device to device, and from industry to industry. For example, Siemens PLCs use the 
S7COMM protocol, while Allen Bradley PLCs generally use the Controlnet and Devicenet protocols. On the other 
hand, Ethernet / IP, GE SRTP, MODBUS, OPC DA are used in the oil and gas industry while DNP3, ICCP TASE.2, 
IEC60870-104, IEC61850, OPC... protocols are used in power plants. Naturally, the existing firewall, antivirus, IDS 
and IPS so� ware on the market are insu� icient for industrial control systems and cannot capture attacks and vul-
nerabilities in network tra� ic. In order to monitor the network tra� ic and to detect suspicious behaviour, critical 
infrastructures must work with cybersecurity companies that provide services in ICS and SCADA security fields. It 
is also known that local companies which have started to make themselves known all over the world recently have 
started to work in this field as well.

One way to ensure critical infrastructure security is to familiarise oneself with the devices used in these facilities. 
Again, in comparison with information technologies, the main components of a network are computers, modems 
and routers, whereas the main components of industrial control systems are PLCs, RTUs, IEDs and HMIs. Naturally, 
the operating logic of these devices should be fully understood and existing security vulnerabilities should be add-
ressed by evaluating the protocols used.
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Epilogue
Critical infrastructures play an important role in ensuring the safe and uninterrupted provision of services when needed. Es-
sential services such as energy, water, food, health, finance, communication and security, which concern the society beyond 
the individual, must be provided in a safe, uninterrupted and intact manner. Disruptions in these categories of services due 
to cyber attacks can have unacceptable e� ects and seriously disturb society’s peace and harm trust.

Particularly in the energy sector, despite all security measures taken, it may be considered that there may be interrup-
tions due to attacks or other reasons, and the necessary plans are made to provide the needs from alternative sources 
is a measure that will take critical infrastructure security to a higher level.
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Fellow Arka Kapı readers,

I have been working in the forensic informatics and cybersecurity � elds since I was a student at Fırat University - Forensic 
Information Engineering. In this article, we are going to take a look at “Windows Forensic”. It will be more of a guiding 
article and I would like to talk about some of the forensic concepts I used in the article before starting the article.

Forensic Informatics: A branch of science consisting of transferring all the digitally obtained shreds of evidence to 
di� erent environments in a way that can be examined and accepted and then evaluating, analyzing and reporting 
these pieces of evidence in a plan and sequence.

Image (Exact Copy): It is an exact copy of any storage device for inspection. E01 (developed by Encase, compresses 
the raw data) and DD (the raw data without applying any compression) formats are widely used.

Hash: It is a one-way summary function, and is like a � ngerprint of � les. Used to determine if � les have been modi� ed.

1. Image Capturing Using FTK Imager So� ware:
FTK Imager is free so� ware produced by Access Data. FTK Imager so� ware can be installed on the computer and 
can be run with Lite version. I recommend using the Lite version when taking an image during the event response, 
as you don’t need any installation on the computer and it saves you time to get started with the image taking process 
as soon as possible.  With the FTK Imager, you can take the image of RAM and storage devices and perform hash 
calculation and veri� cation.

You can perform image acquisition with FTK Imager by selecting File> Create Disk Image.

Through the Eyes of a Computer Forensics Analyst:

Windows Forensics
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You can import the image � le into the FTK Imager by selecting File> Add Evidence Item.

You can perform hash veri� cation of the image � le with FTK Imager by selecting File> Verify Drive / Image.
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By selecting File> Verify Drive / Image, you can perform the RAM image acquisition with the FTK Imager.

2. Image File run Processing:
An existing image � le can be run manually as an operating system without the need for any licensed so� -

ware. If you write the image � le with this process, you can examine it as it was a protected computer. In order to 
perform this process, you need to have the virtualisation so� ware called VirtualBox installed on your computer. 

Step 1: Using VBoxManage tool in VirtualBox virtualization so� ware, an image � le is converted to * .vdi format by 
using the “VBoxManage.exe convertdd ImajDosyası.raw neximg.vdi --format VDI” command.

Step 2: � e resulting * .vdi � le is only readable using the “VBoxManage.exe modifyhd --type immutable YeniHali.
vdi” command.
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Step 3: � e resulting * .vdi � le is transferred to the VirtualBox virtualization so� ware and run live.

3. Obtaining User Accounts and Password Information Using SAM 
and SYSTEM Files:
You can copy the SAM and SYSTEM � les found under the C:\WINDOWS\system32\con� g directory to the C:\ di-
rectory using the “C:\WINDOWS\system32\con� g >reg save hklm\sam C:\sam” and “C:\WINDOWS\system32\
con� g >reg save hklm\system C:\system” commands.

You can parse SAM and SYSTEM � les with the SAMInside so� ware. A� er parsing, you can obtain user accounts 
on the computer and NTLM-encrypted user passwords for these accounts.  You can obtain the password that cor-
responds to the NTLM hash value obtained by using the web sites that allow the comparison with rainbow tables.
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You can also parse the SYSTEM � le with the so� ware named Regripper. You can obtain information about the ex-
ternal storage devices attached in the computer and many other data, such as the last IP address the computer has 
received. RegRipper is an automatic Registry parser that can parse SAM, SYSTEM, SOFTWARE and NTUSER.DAT 
� les.

İbrahim Baloğlu • Through the Eyes of a Computer Forensics Analyst: Windows Forensics
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4. Analysis of ARTIFACT Files:
a. LNK � le:

It is used in forensic examinations to determine which applications and which � les were last opened by the user. If 
a deleted � le is viewed before deleting, an lnk � le of that � le will be created, so that information about the deleted 
� le can be obtained. When the lnk � le, which is approximately 2 KB in size, is analyzed with LinkParser so� ware; 
represents the creation date of the � le, the modi� ed date, the location of the � le and the MAC address of the device 
on which the � le can be obtained. 

� e location of lnkFiles varies according to the operating system.

• C:\Documents and Settings\<username>\Recent\ on Windows XP

• C:\Users\<user>\AppData\Roaming\Microso� \Windows\Recent\ on Windows Vista/7/10

b.  � umbnail � le:

It is the database � le that holds the small cached images of the windows and images displayed by the user. � umb-
cache Viewer so� ware is used to obtain cached thumbnails. � umbnail � les are located under C:\Users\<user-
name>\AppData\Local\Microso� \Windows\Explorer\ directory.
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c.  Recycle.bin � le:

� is is the � le that keeps the information of the � les you deleted from the recycle bin. You can recover the deleted 
� les from the recycle bin by following the steps speci� ed below.

� e location of the Recycle.bin � le varies depending on the operating system.

• C:\RECYCLE on Windows XP

• C:\$Recycle.bin on Windows Vista/7/10

Step 1:  You can obtain information about users with wmic useraccount get name,sid on C: \ $ Recycle.bin location 
from the console screen. 

Changing the directory to C:\$Recycle.bin from the command line, the information of the user can be obtained 
using the wmic useraccount get name,sid command.
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Step 2:  From the obtained user information, you can log into the SID � le of the user you are using cd command with 
and then view the � les in the directory with dir\a command.

Step 3: � e detected � les are exported with the command “copy *$I <Address-to-Copy>”.
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Step 4: � e extracted � les are parsed and made meaningful with $I Parser so� ware. A� er the parsing process; � le 
names, locations, deletion dates, and lots of information is obtained. 

Since I always believe that engineering/expertise can be used to review any system manually without using licensed 
so� ware, I try to explain on my knowledge and experience in the � elds of Forensic Computing and Cyber Security.

� e Windows Forensic issue is quite deep and long, and I have only mentioned some parts of it in hopes that it will 
provide some guidance to you.

My best regards.
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Before we start, I would like to state that this article had been prepared for educational uses only, and no responsi-
bility is taken for its bad uses.

In recent times when cross-national and social incidents have increased, the matter of intelligence has gained much 
importance. � ere is a remarkable increase in the number of cyber-attacks performed compared to the past. Coun-
tries are literally competing against gaining each other’s military, economic and other con� dential information 
through cyber intelligent methods. Last year, the number of APT groups who are especially concerned with this kind 
of stu�  has incremented. � e most known among these is the APT401 as named by FireEye. � is is just an example 
yet tens of known and unknown groups exist.

Being aware of the current time we’re in, understanding the dynamics it creates and knowing where one � ts in in the 
cyber world are necessary to protect oneself from the threats. If we can’t correctly analyse the situation we’re in and 
not know what to concentrate on, we can’t take the necessary precautions. � is is why vulnerabilities emerge. Cyber 
attackers work nonstop for days, weeks and months in order to � nd weaknesses. Of course, the most important part 
of investigating and analysing a system is gathering information about the system or person. � e better the attackers 
know the system or person, the better they know about the vulnerabilities or vulnerabilities that the person or the 
system has - they thus determine the attack methods and cyber weapons accordingly. Active and passive intelligence 
gathering techniques are used for this. Maltego is a tool that enables us to actively gather information. Let’s go deeper.

Source: http://bit.ly/2kcrbMg

1 https://www.fi reeye.com/current-threats/apt-groups.html

GATHERING INTELLIGENCE 
WITH MALTEGO
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Among the most popular and practical cyber intelligence tools, Maltego is a very practical information-gathering 
program that can be found built-in in Kali Linux. Its producer “Paterva” is a program actively used in penetration 
testing and intelligence gathering processes. 

Maltego’s special packets for commercial use are also available and these packets are of extra charge, however, you 
can download the Community packet for free and use it for non-commercial uses.

Installing Maltego for,

Windows:

You can choose the download option suitable according to the architecture of your computer (32-64 bit). � ere are 
also options for Linux and MAC.
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Linux:
Maltego is usually built-in in security-based Linux distributions. For cases where it is not, the process goes like this:

With the command above, you can install Maltego.

When you open Maltego, it will ask you to log in. You can obtain a membership from Paterva’s website or directly 
sign up with the screen the program requests.

� e screen a� er Maltego is opened and logged in.

� e menu has some titles like,

• Investigate
• View
• Entities
• Collections
• Transforms
• Machines
• Collaboration
• Import/Export
• Windows
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Investigate
Investigate is where the investigation modi� cation, diagram preparation etc. are features are used. Now, has Privacy 
Mode with the new version.

Source : https://maltego.freshdesk.com/support/discussions/topics/15000005039

� is is a module especially designed for researchers. � is module does not generate any queries that contain your IP. 
� e title also prevents from downloading images. However, there is still no guarantee that a precise direct connection 
will be established. Of course, the disadvantage of this is that it will not o� er a user experience as it does in normal 
mode, so it may not produce rich content. In addition to this feature, the quick � nd option is also included in this tab.

View
� is is the part used to edit the display and hierarchy of the results. � is is where organic hierarchy and other hierar-
chy layouts are found. Adjusting the layout of your work can improve your ability to study it.

Entities
Here, you can add or edit entities. � is is the section where you can make designs according to your needs. You can 
add or remove new entity types, or edit existing entities.
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Collections
In this section, simplifying is done in order to understand the collected data. It collects the data of same types in a 
square and simpli� es the image. You can also specify how many of the � ndings to be displayed.

Transforms
Here, you can manage, add or remove used services. If you right-click on the things like domain, person etc., you 
can see some options lik “to IP” etc.

Machines

� is is where the automated tools are found. It contains queries specially prepared for the person, company, domain, 
etc. that you want to collect information about.

You can select any option as in the image.
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As an example we are going to performing reconnaissance on a company. Queries will be automatically done a� er 
you provide the domain name (domain of the company). � is queries contain such functions as scanning any docu-
ment belonging to the company, � nding email addresses and socail media accounts etc.

Collaboration
In this section, you can share the graphics, images, diagrams that you have created with someone else and discuss 
them on a chat window.
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Import/Export 

In this section, you can import/export the graphics of the investigation you made, can output the graph as a table or 
image and export it. Options are given to manage the reports.

Windows

All editing functions of the program are available in the Windows section. Options such as Close All Graphs, and 
Reset Windows can be found here. You can manage as you wish.

Palette

� e Palette section works in a drag&drop fashion, contains many categories. Among these categories, the one that 
responds to the intelligence need is chosen and dropped to the white page in the middle. Let’s collect information 
about a domain as an example.
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Let’s select Domain in the Infrastructure section.

Drag and drop the Domain option into the blank page found on the right. A� er dropping, double-click and write the 
domain without the www at the beginning.
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� en you can right-click the domain you want to query at the desired level, and perform the queries you want by 
right-clicking on the resulting subqueries. 

� e resulting image will be as follows:

On this images, you can work on the desired intelligence tool you want to gather information with. � anks to Malte-
go, you can obtain information like the network architecture of the company, the domain addresses, email addresses 
and numbers of the employees and use these information to do social engineering or system pentesing through 
technical information.

Other visualisation styles:

Ata Şahan Erdemir • Gathering Intelligence with Maltego
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Run View

In this section, you can adjust the performance at your desired level. You can use fast, detailed and wide search types.

� e basic use of the Maltego tool is like this. � e quality and method of the research may di� er according to the 
purpose and the deepness of the research.
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So far, humanity has undergone many revolutions. We found the � re, tamed the animals and worked the soil. � e 
scienti� c and industrial developments, the increase in soil fertility, can be classi� ed as some of these revolutions. 
But the Internet, which met with the masses in the late 90s, was a completely di� erent process in which all these 
revolutions were crowned.

A� er the revolution of the internet, sharing and producing information became unbelievably easy. It was easy to 
open a website and share knowledge and ideas with people on the other side of the world. States and technology 
giants work together and try tricking this environment where ideas sprout freely. � ey do sometimes succeed.

In a dystopian country which is called Fantasia, the situation is darker. It is now almost impossible to open a website 
without their permission. Even if you open a new one, it can be closed with a declaration in a short period of time.

You, as a service provider, and your visitors can be tracked step by step. In Fantasia and other repressive regimes 
in the world, you may be subject to various crimes due to the website you visit. 

Put more generally, can the free-thinking, innovative citizens in Fantasia open a web site without fearing and 
asking the permission of an authority? Of course not! We are not at their mercy. All over the world, those loyal to 
the hacker culture � nd new ways to oppress the authorities.

Hunting the bans in Fantasia -
How to open a website 

in the TOR Network

Ziyahan Albeniz • ziyahan@arkakapidergi.com
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One of them is the TOR Network and the Onion Services, which continue their lives with the support of volun-
teers. � ese services allow you to open websites independent of all authorities, subservient service providers and 
domain providers.

In this article, we will try to explain how to set up a website on the TOR Network.

Who wouldn’t want to have a website on the TOR network?
In summary, the TOR network is a protocol that transmits internet packets over relay computers to hide the user’s 
IP. � e details of how this protocol’s work is not the subject of this article.

However, the TOR article written by Muhammet Enes Özen in the 7th  issue of Arka Kapı Magazine explains this 
issue with all its details. (“Stay Hidden on the Internet: � e Onion Router.”)

TOR has started its life as a browser add-on under the name of “TOR Button” in 2003 then continued its life as a 
browser.

A� er 2004, TOR Services added a completely di� erent service, called ONION Services. Apart from hiding the 
IPs of users, ONION Services also the website owners an opportunity to serve their own websites on the TOR 
network! In this way, without being condemned to neither domain providers nor hosting providers in the TOR 
network, you will be able to serve the website while maintaining your privacy.

� is article is based on Windows since an average reader uses Windows OS as their operating system. Most of the 
instructions apply to * Nix operating systems.

ONION Services Details
In the following, we will use the term ONION Services for the web pages served through the TOR Network. In 
other words, having a website on TOR Network actually means starting an ONION Service on your computer.

You can install the TOR Browser Bundle on your computer at www.torproject.org. Mozilla Firefox based TOR 
Browser and TOR service will be installed on your system.
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A� er downloading the Tor Browser installation � le, you can start the installation by clicking the corresponding � le.

I have chosen c:\Tor Browser as the path to install Tor Browser. We will also refer to this folder for further settings 
in this article.

When you open the TOR Browser a� er the installation is complete, a screen will appear for you to connect to the 
TOR Network.



In this screen, you can choose to connect directly to TOR Network. If you live in countries like Fantasia, you can 
use the option to connect to the TOR Network via a Bridge by clicking Con� gure, probably because authorities have 
denied access to the TOR Network. Details are available in the article referred to at the beginning of this article.

Now that we’re settled, we can visit https://check.torproject.org to test that our computer is properly connected to 
the TOR Network:

Yeah! We can now move on.
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A Little Nuance in the TOR Browser
A careful reader will notice it. � e access via TOR Browser is transferred to the destination only via the TOR Net-
work. On other browsers, your web tra�  c arrives at the destination as it should, and your IP address is revealed.

Another issue is that if we publish a website on the TOR Network, the service must continue uninterruptedly. So 
should the TOR Browser always stay open?

Of course not! Now with a few small settings, we will convert the TOR service (installed on the TOR browser, but 
only starts when the browser is run) into a Windows service.

If you remember, we mentioned that TOR Browser should be copied to c:\Tor Browser. Now let’s go to this directory:

Enter Browser\Tor Browser\Tor directory in this directory and copy the directory path:

Ziyahan Albeniz • Hunting the bans in Fantasia - How to open a website in the TOR Network
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Now we are going to open the Windows Command Prompt and change the current directory.

Type cmd in Start> Run and press enter. You will see the Windows Command Prompt on a black screen.

By typing cd C:\Tor Browser\Browser\TorBrowser\Tor

Let’s enter the directory:

We will now instruct the tor.exe program to start as a Windows service on every operating system startup. � is 
way, you can send the Internet tra�  c of any program via Tor Network, whether or not Tor Browser is open.

Our command:

tor.exe –service install

Note: the command will not work if the account you are currently using does not have administrator privileges on 
the Windows operating system. If you will open Windows Command Prompt with administrator privileges then 
you can repeat the same process:
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� e application called tor.exe is now available as a Windows service. You can verify the result by taking a look at 
the Windows services:

By typing services.msc on the Start> Run screen, you can access the list of all services in Windows and check 
for the entry Tor Win32 Service in the list:

You can now browse websites through the TOR Network without having to open the TOR Browser, by enter-
ing 127.0.0.1 port 9150 of SOCKS5 type from any browser’s proxy settings. A� er that, I suggest you visit 
https://check.torproject.org to verify that the tra�  c � ows through the TOR network.

We have completed the � rst stage. We can now look at the ONION Services.

Preparing the Server
We said that we’d have a website and we will host our website ourselves.

I will use a machine on VirtualBox as the virtualization so� ware.

I have set up a Ubuntu machine con� gured with NAT as the network setting. So this virtual machine can only be 
accessed through the host machine (my machine). Any external request will be closed.
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I have used Nginx as a Web Server (www.nginx.com). As a matter of fact, Nginx is one of the recommended server 
so� ware on TOR’s website for ONION service operators.

As it can be seen from the screenshot below, my server uses the 10.0.2.15 IP address behind NAT:

Now let’s go to our ONION Service settings.
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torrc: You Rock!
torrc is a con� guration � le that TOR uses. We will also state that we want to start an ONION service via this con-
� guration � le.

You can use the path C:\Tor Browser\Browser\TorBrowser\Data\Tor to access the torrc � le, and view it 
with any text editor:

� e way to say that “we want to use an ONION service in TOR” is to add the following lines to this � le:

HiddenServiceDir C:\my_onion_service

HiddenServicePort 2023 127.0.0.1:2023

HiddenServiceVersion 2

What do all of this mean?

� e directory HiddenServiceDir is all of the settings and address for the service started are found. � is directory 
is very important.

With the HiddenServicePort instruction, we tell TOR to listen to the port 2023 and forward the requests to port 
2023 at 127.0.0.1.

Our server was so-called in the virtual machine. We will now make a small setting to routing the requests that 
come to 127.0.0.1’s 2023 port, i.e., the loopback address, to port 2023 of 10.0.2.15 behind NAT. � is setting con-
sists of de� ning a port forwarding to our virtual machine via VirtualBox. In VirtualBox, we will perform this 
operation from the networking settings of the respective virtual machine:
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You must restart your virtual machine a� er applying these settings.
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Now we have to make a con� guration on our Nginx server to listen on port 2023. In addition, we need to know 
the address of our website. With the address, we will make Nginx’s server name setting so that it only responses to 
the requests that come with that speci� c Host information.

What is my website address?
Earlier, we added three lines to the torrc � le:

HiddenServiceDir C:\my_onion_service

HiddenServicePort 2023 127.0.0.1:2023

HiddenServiceVersion 2

HiddenServiceDir directory is a critical directory. We will learn the domain name assigned by Onion Service 
to our website.

HiddenServiceDir directory contains two � les: hostname and privatekey

� ese � les were prepared when the Tor service was started according to the information in the torrc � le. � e host-
name � le contains a piece of surprise information; the address of our website:
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yjhcn7plb4hyi5vz.onion! What the hell is this address? � is address was created by using the private_key 
(the private_key of the end-to-end encryption used to access the website.) in the same directory.

  

� e TOR service � rst took the SHA1 hash of the public key extracted from the private key. � e � rst 80 bits of this 
summary were encoded using base32 encoding and a 16-character address was reached.

� e mechanism here is beautifully designed. Since your domain name is directly associated with the public key, 
you are using a self-signed certi� cate over some kind of domain name.

Let me give a further explanation for those disliking the hash algorithm SHA1: in Version 3 (prepared using Ver-
sion 2) of this Onion Service, more powerful algorithms and longer addresses await you. Details can be found on 
TOR’s website.

Now that we know the address of our website, everything is ready for us to con� gure our Nginx server!

We create a � le which will hold our website name under /etc/nginx/sites-available: yjhcn7plb4hy-
i5vz.onion
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Now we need to move this � le to the folder named sites-enabled:

sudo cp yjhcn7plb4hyi5vz.onion ../sites-enabled/

Remember to restart the Nginx server a� er the settings:

/etc/init.d/nginx restart

Our website can be accessed at yjhcn7plb4hyi5vz.onion using the TOR Browser!

Now let’s move on to some questions.

Can I have a better domain name?
Yes, it is possible to have a more legible domain, which is called a vanity domain in the TOR literature. For exam-
ple, Facebook’s Onion Service address is facebookcorewwwi.onion

At the beginning of the article, we mentioned that the Onion Service domain name is a process that starts with 
taking the SHA1 summary of the public key extracted from the private key.

If you have a powerful CPU, you can generate RSA key pairs, get the SHA1 hash, then encode with base32, and 
check if the � rst 16 characters contain the domain name you want.

� ere are also sites that o� er this as a service. However, I personally would not recommend the use of these sites. 
Because you will transfer the process of generating the private key-public key value pair, which is vital for your 
site, to someone else. � us someone with these keys can gain ownership of your domain.

� e fact that your system is accessible depends on hosting, i.e, depends on the computer on which you host the 
website � les standing and online. Unlike other sites, the TOR service must also be started.

� rough Onion Services, you can not only access other SSH but also the services behind NAT.

Onion Services o� er many useful features. I strongly recommend that you look at version 3. In addition, the matter 
of security exceeds the limits of this article. Running the website on an isolated machine is one of the most important 
steps. But this step alone is not enough. You should also de� nitely check the documentation on server security such 
as doing the necessary con� gurations to prevent the disclosure of the server information in the HTTP response.

How someone can � nd my domain?
You can register your website with directory services such as � e Hidden Wiki, which is one of the � rst stops of 
TOR Network.

Will my website with .onion extension be accessible by normal browsers?
� e answer is both yes and no. At the beginning of the article, we talked about how TOR can be started as an inde-
pendent service in the operating system. If the browser is set to TOR as a Proxy via SOCK, it can access your site.

But in many cases, even if the TOR Network is used to access websites, the operating system will refer to the DNS 
servers of your ISP, that is, your service provider for address resolution, a.k.a DNS Leak. Unfortunately, these DNS 
servers will not be able to resolve domains with the extension .onion, and the information about which site you 
want to access will be disclosed.

When more people use TOR, or even use the TOR Browser for this job, such possibilities will not be a problem.

Hope that this article contributes to the idea of free thought and knowledge production. 

Knowledge is power!
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